DOG GROOMING PRICE GUIDE
Please note: Prices include pre-groom preparation, bath with double shampoo and
conditioner (if required), blueberry facial, mini-massage and hand dried. However, our
completely natural anti-bacterial/anti-fungal/parasite shampoos will be charged at cost.
If your dog is not listed, please do not hesitate to contact us on 0845 548 7299 or email
enquiries@plushpawz.co.uk for a price guide

DEFINITIONS
MINIMAL
AVERAGE
ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

COAT TYPES:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Regulars within 2 months as long as Minimal Work/Hair Loss/Knots
/Felting. Light trims, thorough comb outs and Face, Feet, Bottom, Groin &
Armpits (FFBGA)
Average Coat Condition. Regular appointments every 2-3 months
Full groom, normal clips, cuts, trim, styling.
Slight to moderate hair loss/few knots/matts/felts, etc.
Abundant Hair Loss, Extensive Undercoat
Lots of knots, felts, dirty, overgrown and matted coats. Complete reshaping, re-styling and intensive work. Large clips/cuts/thinning/trimming
required. Hard work and unco-operative dogs.
Excessive Matting/Neglected Coats
Immense undercoat/hair loss or dirt. Unsaveable, total clip offs.
Nasty, Difficult or Temperamental Dogs requiring two people to steady and
reassure/handle.
Extreme Coat Conditions or Behaviour & Neglect Cases or
Dogs with Severe Medical Conditions requiring 2/3 people at all
times

Smooth, very short, close-coated breeds (sleek, fine hair)
Short-haired breeds with Dense, Hard, Course, Double or Unique coats
Curly, Corded, Long-haired or Shaggy coated breeds which are either uncut
/ tidied or clipped / scissored and styled
Dense, Thick, Plush, Double coated breeds with hard, short to medium
length topcoat and abundant soft undercoat
Extremely Heavy, Mammoth, semi-long or stand-off double coated breeds
with profuse mane/ruff/trousers/tail and undercarriage and plentiful thick
undercoat
Feathered, fringed, frilled, moderate length, silky, flat or wavy coats.
(Ideally, these coats should be pulled, carded, Coat-Kinged, trimmed,
thinned and tidied but neutered and incorrect soft, woolly and overgrown
coats may requiring clipping.)
Harsh, hard, wiry, weatherproof rough coated breeds (ideally handstripped)
which are neutered or have incorrect soft, silky or woolly coats that cannot
be pulled or carded, CK’d and which require clipping/scissoring/ styling
Handstrips

BREED & COAT
TYPE

1

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling, intensive
work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair
loss/ undercoat
/grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or
aggressive
behaviour or
medical conditions

SMOOTH, VERY SHORT, CLOSE-COATED BREEDS (sleek, fine hair)

TOY & SMALL
Basenji
Boston Terrier
Chihuahua-Smooth
Dachshund – Smooth
English Toy Terrier
Fox Terrier – Smooth
French Bulldog
German Pinscher
Italian Greyhound
Jack Russell – Smooth
Manchester Terrier
Miniature Bull Terrier
Miniature Pinscher
Parson Russell – Smooth
Pug
Whippet
MEDIUM
Boxer
Bracco Italiano
Bulldog (English)
Bull Terrier (English)
Dalmation
Dobermann
Greyhound
German Pointer-Smooth
Hungarian Vizsla
Ibizan Hound
Pharoah Hound
Pointer
Segugio Italiano
Sloughi
Staffordshire Bull
Terrier
Weimaraner
LARGE
Great Dane
Rhodesian Ridgeback

£20 - £25

£25 - £30

£30 - £35

£35 - £45

£45 - £80

£25 - £30

£30 - £35

£35 - £40

£40 - £55

£55 - £100

£30 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £60

£60 - £75

£75 - £120

BREED & COAT
TYPE

2

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling, intensive
work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair loss/
undercoat /grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or
aggressive
behaviour or
medical conditions

SHORT HAIRED BREEDS
WITH DENSE, HARD, COARSE, DOUBLE/UNIQUE COATS

TOY & SMALL
Beagle
Lancashire Heeler
MEDIUM
Australian Cattle Dog
Basset Bleu de Gascogne
Basset Hound
Coonhound
Chesapeake Bay
Retriever
Foxhound
Grand Bleu de Gascogne
Hamilton Slovare
Harrier
Labrador Retriever
Shar-Pei
Smooth Collie
LARGE
Beauceron
Bloodhound
Bull Mastiff
Dogue de Bordeaux
Mastiff
Neopolitan Mastiff
Rottweiller

£25 - £30

£30 - £35

£35 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £85

£30 - £35

£35 - £40

£40 - £45

£45 - £55

£55 - £105

£30 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £60

£60 - £70

£70 - £125

BREED & COAT
TYPE

3

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling,
intensive work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair
loss/ undercoat
/grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or aggressive
behaviour or medical
conditions

CURLY, CORDED, LONG-HAIRED, SOFT OR SHAGGY COATED BREEDS
EITHER UNCUT / TIDIED OR CLIPPED/SCISSORED AND STYLED

TOY & SMALL
Australian Silky Terrier
Bedlington Terrier
Bichon Frise
Bolognese
Cesky Terrier
Havanese
Lhasa Apso
Lowchen
Maltese
Poodle – Minature & Toy
Powder Puff
Shih Tzu
Tibetan Terrier
Yorkshire Terrier
MEDIUM
Bearded Collie
Hungarian Puli
Irish Water Spaniel
Kerry Blue Terrier
Polish Lowland Sheepdog
Portuguese Water Dog
Pyrenean Sheepdog
Skye Terrier
Soft Coated Wheaten
Terrier
Spanish Water Dog
LARGE
Afghan Hound
Bergamasco
Bouvier de Flandres
Briard
Komondor
Old English Sheepdog
Russian Black Terrier
Standard Poodle

£25 - £35

£35 - £45

£45 - £55

£55 - £70

£70 - £110

£30 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £65

£65 - £85

£85 - £150

£35 - £45

£45 - £60

£60 - £75

£75 - £95

£95 - £180

BREED & COAT
TYPE

4

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling,
intensive work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair loss/
undercoat /grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or aggressive
behaviour or medical
conditions

DENSE, THICK, PLUSH, DOUBLE COATED BREEDS WITH HARD, SHORT TO
MEDIUM LENGTH TOPCOAT AND ABUNDANT, SOFT UNDERCOAT

TOY & SMALL
Corgi
Finnish Spitz
Norwegian Buhund
Norwegian Lundehund
Schipperke
Shiba Inu
Swedish Valhund
MEDIUM & LARGE
Canaan Dog
Chow Chow – Smooth
Greenland Dog
German Shepherd Dog
Malinois (Belgian
Shepherd Dog)
Norwegian Elkhound
Siberian Husky
GIANT
Akita
Alaskan Malamute
Anatolian Shepherd Dog
St Bernard – Smooth

£30 - £35

£35 - £45

£45 - £55

£55 - £75

£75 - £110

£35 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £65

£65 - £90

£90 - £150

£40 - £45

£45 - £60

£60 - £75

£75 - £110

£110 - £180

BREED & COAT
TYPE

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling,
intensive work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair loss/
undercoat /grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or aggressive
behaviour or medical
conditions

5
EXTREMELY HEAVY, MAMMOTH, SEMI-LONG OR STAND-OFF DOUBLE- COATED
BREEDS WITH PROFUSE MANE/RUFF/TROUSERS/TAIL AND
UNDER-CARRIAGE AND PLENTIFUL THICK UNDERCOAT
TOY & SMALL
German Spitz
Japanese Spitz
Pekingese
Pomeranian
Shar-Pei (Long Haired)

£30 - £35

£35 - £45

£45 - £55

£55 - £75

£75 - £110

MEDIUM & LARGE
Canadian Eskimo Dog
Chow Chow
Finish Lapphund
GSD (Long Haired)
Kesshond
Rough Collie
Samoyed
Shetland Sheepdog
Swedish Lapphund

£40 - £45

£45 - £60

£60 - £75

£75 - £110

£110 - £200

GIANT
Akita (Long Haired)
Bernese Mountain Dog
Estrella
Hungarian Kuvaz
Leonberger
Maremma Sheepdog
Newfoundland
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
St Bernard
Tibetan Mastiff

£45 - £55

£55 - £70

£70 - £90

£90 - £140

£140- £240

BREED & COAT
TYPE

6

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling,
intensive work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair loss/
undercoat /grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or aggressive
behaviour or medical
conditions

FEATHERED, FRINGED, FRILLED. MODERATE LENGTH. SILKY, FLAT OR
WAVY COATS (Ideally pulled, Coat-Kinged, trimmed, thinned & tidied but
Neuters & incorrect soft, woolly & overgrown coats may require clipping)

TOY & SMALL
Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel
Chihuahua – Long Haired
Dachshund – Long Haired
Japanese Chin
King Charles Spaniel
Papillon
Tibetan Spaniel
MEDIUM
American Cocker
Brittany
Clumber Spaniel
Cocker Spaniel
Field Spaniel
Saluki
Kooikerhondje
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retriever
Springer Spaniel (English)
Springer Spaniel (Welsh)
Sussex Spaniel
LARGE
Australian Shepherd
Border Collie/WSD
Belgian Shepherd Dog
English Setter
Flat-Coated Retriever
German Pointer – LH
Golden Retriever
Gordon Setter
Irish Setter
Irish Red & White
Setter
Large Munsterlander
Rottweiller – LH
GIANT
Borzoi
Hovawart

£25 - £30

£30 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £70

£70 - £100

£30 - £35

£35 - £45

£45 - £60

£60 - £80

£80 - £130

£30 - £35

£35 - £50

£50 - £70

£70 - £110

£110 - £200

£35 - £40

£40 - £55

£55 - £75

£75 - £130

£130 - £240

BREED & COAT
TYPE

7

MINIMAL

AVERAGE

ABUNDANT

EXCESSIVE

EXTREME

Regulars within
2 months.
Minimal work /
hair loss, knots
and felting.
Tidy ups, light
trims & FFBGA

Full Groom
every 2-3
months. Slight
to moderate hair
loss/few
knots/felts, etc.
Well-behaved.

Lots of hair loss,
knots, felts,
overgrown &
matted coats.
Reshaping,
restyling,
intensive work.
Uncooperative /
hard work dogs

Matted/neglected
Excessive hair loss/
undercoat /grime.
Unsaveable, total
clip offs.
Aggressive/difficult
dogs needing 2+
people

Extreme coat
conditions / neglect
or totally
unacceptable,
difficult or aggressive
behaviour or medical
conditions

HARSH, HARD, WIRY, WEATHERPROOF, ROUGH-COATED BREEDS.
UNABLE TO PULL OR CARD/CK AS NEUTERED OR WHICH HAVE INCORRECT
SOFT, SILKY & WOOLLY COATS WHICH WILL REQUIRE CLIPPING /
SCISSORING/ STYLING INSTEAD OF HANDSTRIPPING

TOY & SMALL
Affenpinscher
Australian Terrier
Border Terrier
Cairn Terrier
Dandie Dinmont Terrier
Glen of Imaal Terrier
Griffon Bruxellois
Jack Russell Terrier
Lakeland Terrier
Miniature Schnauzer
Norfolk Terrier
Norwich Terrier
Parson Russell Terrier
Scottish Terrier
Sealyham Terrier
Welsh Terrier
West Highland White
Terrier
Wirehaired Dachshund
Wirehaired Fox Terrier
MEDIUM & LARGE
Basset Fauve de
Bretagne
German Wirehaired
Pointer
Hungarian Wirehaired
Vizsla
Irish Terrier
Grand Basset Griffon
Vendeen
Petit Bassett Griffon
Vendeen
Rough Haired Ibizan
Hound
Standard Schnauzer
Airedale Terrier
Giant Schnauzer
Italian Spinone
GIANT
Deerhound
Irish Wolfhound
Otterhound

£25 - £35

£35 - £40

£40 - £50

£50 - £75

£75 - £120

£30 - £40

£40 – £45

£45 - £55

£55 - £80

£80 - £150

£40 - £50

£50 - £60

£60 - £70

£70 - £100

£100 - £180

8

HANDSTRIPS – HARSH, HARD, WIRY, WEATHERPROOF, ROUGH COATED
Note: The coat must be ready to be pulled and be of the correct texture or it
cannot be done.
Refer to Section 7 for soft, silky and woolly coats requiring clipping /cutting.
COMPLETE/TOTAL
HANDSTRIPS
Size of Dog
Bath & Blow
REGULAR
Or Abundant Coats
Dry
2-3 monthly
/ Knotty &
FFBGA & Tidy
Tipping/Carding/CK
Neglected Coats/
Up Only
& Rolling Coats
Difficult Dogs /
Medical Conditions

SMALL

£35 - £45

£45 - £60

£60 - £140

MEDIUM

£40 - £50

£50 - £65

£65 - £150

LARGE

£45 - £55

£55 - £70

£70 - £160

GIANT

£50 - £60

£60 - £80

£80 - £200

 Handstripping is beneficial and preferable for some breeds and coat types.

It improves the quality, texture
and colour intensity of the coat. Clipping harsh coated handstrip coats can have a detrimental effect and
make the coat grow back softer, silkier, thicker, woollier and paler in colour

 Handstripping can only be done if the coat is ready to be pulled out and is of the correct texture
 Handstripped dogs may often go bald is there is not a new coat or undercoat beneath the old, dead hair.
They often look a lot worse until their new coat grows in (about 3 – 6 weeks later!)

 Neutering or any previous clipping may alter the texture and growth of the coat, thereby rendering it too
soft to handstrip. Please refer to Section 7 for quotes.

 Any dogs that find handstripping painful or distressing (i.e. some obese dogs) will not be done.

The
welfare of our clients is paramount and they will need to be returned when the coat is ready. Alternatively,
they may need to be clipped instead in future.

 Prices vary according to the size of the dog, the amount of coat to come out (a thick dense coat will take
longer than thin, sparse coats), the ease with which the coat comes out and the amount of styling
required.

HYGIENE PROCEDURES
Please note: Prices for the following will depend upon the co-operation of the pet and
amount of hair to be removed.
These procedures are carried out at our premises. There is an additional charge for home
visits.

Nails Clipped
Feet & Nails
(Hair trimmed between and under pads)

£5 - £15
£10 - £20

PP Pawdicure
(Foot bath, hair trimmed between and under pads, feet
tidied, nails clipped, pads oiled)

£15 - 25

Ears plucked and cleaned

£5 - £15

Face
(Eyes and fringe trimmed, ears plucked & cleaned)

£10 - £20

Face and Feet & Nails (as above), Bottom, Groin & Armpits,
Ears Plucked & Cleaned

£15 - £25

Tick Removal
Anal Glands Expressed
Teeth Descaling

£5
+ £1 each additional tick
£5 - £10
£2.50 each tooth (1st four)
£2 per tooth thereafter

